NEW CZ-TACG1 PANASONIC WIFI KIT

Advanced smartphone control for
Domestic Range
Control air to air heat pump operation with Panasonic Comfort
Cloud plus additional functions only available thru the Cloud from
wherever and whenever. One user can manage up to 200 units and
also set up different user and rights. Also energy monitor is
possible giving the chance to learn how to reduce even more the
operating cost.
New possibilities, new applications
1. Families: Different users can be set up, such as each child can
manage their own room only. In the case of second houses, this
can be remotely pre-cooled or pre-warmed. Or just turned off
remotely if someone forget and left the system on.

More than a control in your phone
· New boundaries in Control
· Energy monitor and statistics
· Scalability and users management

2. Multi tenant owner: Can manage different sites, up to 200 units
with just one smartphone. Knowing the consumption of each
place and remotely have error codes remotely for better and quick
mantainance.
3. Small and medium sized offices: Owner can control different
rooms of the office easily and give unit by unit access to their
staff. Also providing information to know where energy might be
wasted for heating and cooling and promoting best comfort
practices.

NEW CZ-TACG1 PANASONIC WIFI KIT
www.eggeassociats.net

Advanced smartphone control for RAC Range
Panasonic offers its customers cutting-edge technology, specially designed to ensure our air
conditioning systems deliver even higher performance.

Due to the ongoing innovation of our products, the specifications of this catalogue are valid barring typographic errors, and may be subject to minor modifications by the manufacturer without prior warning in order to improve the product. The total or partial reproduction of this catalogue is prohibited without the express authorisation of Panasonic Marketing Europe GmbH.
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New boundaries in Control
With Panasonic Comfort Cloud the user can manage all functions of the heat pump plus even more.
All functions to ensure maximum comfort like mode, air Flow direction, fan speed, temperature
setting and mode, can be simply managed through Panasonic Comfort Cloud. But also some other
additional functions can be easily managed through the app including:
· A ll on/off at once. For sites with more than one unit in one site, user can turn them all on or off
with just one click.
· S et weekly timer. Set up to 6 events per day, 42 in a week, easy, intuitive and fast.
· Pre-heat or cool. Control your house or office comfort - before you arrive!
· Error code notification. If trouble occurs, error notification or maintenance code is shown.

Energy monitor and statistics
Knowing the energy each unit uses when operating is key to see opportunities to reduce the energy
bill. Panasonic Comfort Cloud stores the energy consumption* of each unit, which can then be
shown in easy and powerful statistics graphs. This function is available from TKE and UKE
generation.
With the weekly timer the operation can be adjusted to optimize the usage of the energy.”
*Estimated energy consumption data accuracy is depending on power supply quality.
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Scalability and users management
Easily to include additional units and locations as well as including several users with different
access rights. This creates more possibilities to manage family house, a second house and also
provides opportunities for small/medium sized offices or multi-tenant properties.
· U p to 200 units. Up to 10 Locations (20 units per site)
· U ser’s control rights. Main user can set up other users with limited rights on units and set up

CZ-TACG1 Panasonic Wifi kit
Indoor Unit

Network
Adaptor (CZ-TACG1)

Other hardware requirements
(purchase and subscribe separately)

Router

Internet

Smartphone

Download free App

Panasonic Comfort Cloud

INPUT VOLTAGE

DC 12V

Power Consumption

Max. 660mW

Size (H x W x D) mm

66 x 36 x 12

Mass

Approx. 85g

Interface

1 x Wireless LAN

Wireless LAN Standard

IEEE 802.11 b/g/n

Frequency Range

2.4GHz band

Encryption

AES

Compatibility: Most Panasonic Domestic range are compatible with CZ-TACG1 WLAN accessory: CS-XZ**TKEW, CS-Z**TKEW, CS-TE**TKEW, CS-TZ**TKEW, CS-FE**UKE, CS-FZ**UKE, CS-PZ**TKE, CS-UZ**TKE, CS-KE**TKE, CS-BE**TKE, CS-DE**TKE, CS-Z**TKEA, CS-Z**UFEAW,
CS-Z**UB4EAW, CS-Z**UD3EAW, CS-E**SKEW, CS-XE**SKEW, CS-Z**SKEW, CS-XZ**SKEW, CS-TZ**SKEW, CS-UZ**SKE, CS-PZ**SKE. VKE generation will be also compatible.
Remark: indoor temperature display and some special functions are not available through the app for all models.
Languages: Available in 19 European languages: Bulgarian, Croatian, Czech, Danish, Deutsch, English, Estonian, Finnish, Francais, Greek, Hungarian, Italiano, Norwegian, Polish, Portguese, Slovenian, Spanish, Swedish and Turkish.

To find out how Panasonic cares for you, log on to: www.aircon.panasonic.eu
Panasonic Marketing Europe GmbH
Panasonic Air Conditioning
Hagenauer Strasse 43, 65203 Wiesbaden, Germany

